
 

  

Year 4 Term 1 

Gainsborough’s Glorious Bath 

Welcome to Year 4, 

Term 1. Throughout this 

term we will be 

exploring the Georgian 

era and its impact on 

Bath. Please find an 

overview of our 

curriculum for the term 

and possible home 

projects. 

 We do hope to end the term by taking a 

walking tour of Bath. If you are interested in 

helping with this, then do speak to your 

child’s teacher. 

 

Learning together projects 
In Year 4, we believe parents and carers are the 

children’s first educators. We do love to see adults 

getting involved with the topics in school and promoting 

an enthusiasm for learning at home. It is intended that 

your child should be directly involved and produce as 

much of the project as possible him/herself, with adult 

support and guidance.  

 

Ideas for this term’s project: 

 Finding out about the Georgian kings 

 Finding out about Thomas Gainsborough or other famous 

Georgians from Bath. 

 Making something arty linked to Thomas Gainsborough 

 Make something arty based on Georgian architecture 

 Research Georgian architecture in Bath and visit it 

 Cook a Georgian meal 

 Look into Georgian clothes and dress like a Georgian  

 Practice potato printing at home and make Georgian 

wallpaper. 

 

The possibilities are endless! Your child might like to 

make a PowerPoint, a poster or an informational talk. 

Your child may bring the project into school when they 

are ready. 

 



 

Art Music Primary languages 

Overview: Overview: Overview: 
Focus on the local Georgian artist Thomas 

Gainsborough and his portraits. 

Introduction to the ukulele Portraits – describing in French 

Key learning: Key learning: Key learning: 
 Discover the life of Gainsborough and 

evaluate his art. 

 Create colours and tones by mixing paint to 

match shades used by Gainsborough. 

 Sketch and paint Georgian portraits in the 

style of Thomas Gainsborough. 

 Basic concepts of posture and creating 

sounds. 

 Introduction to right and left hand 

techniques. 

 How to form different chords and basic 

strumming patterns 

 Learning adjectives for describing people’s 

physical appearance and their personality. 

 Creating simple sentences ensuring that the 

adjectives agree with the gender of the noun. 

Geography History English 

Overview: Overview: Overview: 
We will learn about how our local area has 

changed using maps of Bath from several eras. 

Children will learn about the Georgian era, 

focussing on its impact on Bath. 

Novel:  Gulliver’s Travels Usborne Edition 

Key learning: Key learning: Key learning: 
 Map keys and symbols 

 4 figure grid references 

 8-point compass directions 

 Local area map comparisons   

 Chronology – timelines (the 4 King Georges) 

 How Bath changed during the Georgian era. 

 The legacy of the Georgian era in Bath. 

 Black History Month: There will also be a 

focus on the history of black Georgians and 

their position in Georgian society. 

 Grammar: pronouns, expanded noun phrases, 

conjunctions, figurative language, possessive 

apostrophes. 

 Writing: Narratives based on the novel. 

Computing Physical Education Maths 

Overview: Overview: Overview: 

Developing the children’s fluency with times-

tables on a computer. 

Kick Rounders – similar to rounders, but 

using a football instead of bat and ball. 

Place value, addition and subtraction 

Key learning: Key learning: Key learning: 

 Using TTRS to develop times-tables 

knowledge 

 Familiarise the children with the MTC  

 Team games and social skills. 

 Ball kicking skills. 

 Coordination. 

 Tactical thinking. 

 Numbers to 10,000: Represent, partition, 

locate and estimate on a number line. 

 Rounding to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000. 

 Roman numerals 

 Column addition and subtraction. 


